EDITOR’S
MESSAGE

W

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the
latest edition of the Malawi Banker magazine.
Since the issue comes out at the beginning of
the year it may be fitting to start by wishing all readers
the very best in 2011 as we all endeavour to play our
part in contributing to the economic development of the
country.
As usual, we have tried to package a number of items
that we think are going not only to give you greater
insights into the country’s financial services sector, but
also meet some of its main players up close. For the first
time, we have decided to mix business with pleasure by
including bits of humour. This, we hope, will help to bring
a lighter touch to your reading experience.
A lot has happened since our last edition and the
most significant development has been the change
of leadership at the Bankers Association of Malawi.
Malawi Banker magazine would like to welcome the new
executive team led by NBS Bank chief executive officer
Mr John Bizwick. We look forward to working with the
new leadership and submit ourselves to its direction.
It is heartening to note that the banking industry in Malawi
is trying its best to become not only a major player in
the country’s economic development by helping both
individuals and organisation access financial services,
but also a reliable partner by facilitating business
transactions between and among various economic
players.
This edition has carried, among other many exciting
articles, a feature on the on-site revenue collection
service that the Malawi Savings Bank is offering to
the Malawi Revenue Authority, the Registrar General’s
Department and the Department of Immigration. By

EDITORIAL TEAM
Anne Magola, George Kamvulumvulu,
Lilian Kawaza, Dorah Banda, Lusungu Kaunda,
Madalo Kachigamba, Steve Musa, George Chitera,

using banks to collect revenue on their behalf, the three
government arms have brought efficiency and helped in
reducing queues at the various collection points.
Already, the banks were helping customers for
utility service providers, television and mobile phone
service operators in reducing the distance they would
otherwise have had to cover to go to the offices of
these organisations. Some banks have also been acting
as insurance brokers at very reasonable terms. These
are services whose importance is not usually given the
prominence it deserves.
Because of the importance of this role, banks continue
to strike deals with various service providers, both in
the public and private sectors, and thereby making
themselves even more relevant to the various economic
players. The hope is that this partnership between the
banks will grow from strength to strength.
The Malawi Banker magazine continues to invite as many
stakeholders as possible to contribute to its survival not
only through articles and advertising, but also by giving
us advice on how to improve the content and outlook of
the publication. We shall not tire to repeat that there is
no better forum for various stakeholders in the financial
services sector to interact.
Thank you for taking time to go through particular edition
and we hope it will be worth your time. Enjoy.
GRACIAN TUKULA

EDITOR

Gracian Tukula, John Msosa, Nitta Ganizani,
Lyness Nkungula
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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

I

t gives me great pleasure to welcome all new and
regular readers of the Malawi Banker magazine
to this edition of the magazine. Since it is the first
edition of this year, it would not be wrong to extend my
profound wishes for a successful 2011 to all readers and
stakeholders in the financial services industry.
This happens to be my first address to readers of the
Malawi Banker magazine since a new executive team
was ushered into office at the Bankers Association of
Malawi (BAM). I would, therefore, like to express my
commitment and that of the current executive team to
see this publication succeed.
Currently, there is no voice for the financial service sector
that is more authoritative and, if used, properly it can
create a conducive platform for meaningful engagement
among the various players in the industry. It is, therefore,
important that this publication is given all the support
it needs to be able to come out more regularly and
facilitate dialogue on issues that matter to the industry
and, by extension, to the economic development of the
country.
Despite various challenges faced by economies
worldwide, last year was by and large a successful one
for the financial services sector as various institutions
consolidated on their growth. With the global economy
still on a recovery path after a period of turmoil, some
of those effects trickled down to Malawi and the industry
played its part in facilitating that process.
With various institutions increasing their footprint
throughout the country, the number of people accessing
banking services continues to grow everyday. While
that gives us great satisfaction and is a clear source of
encouragement, we are not oblivious of the challenges
it brings. The increased numbers of customers require
increased capacity to satisfy the unique demands of
every individual client and I am pleased to note that our
institutions are rising to that challenge.
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The same challenges are likely to feature in the new year
and I am confident that all institutions in the financial
services sector will continue in their innovations to move
with the times and remain indispensable partners in the
growth of our clients, individual or corporate.
It is now left for me to wish you a pleasant reading
experience and all the best in all your undertakings.

JOHN BIZIWICK

PRESIDENT
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IOB graduate receives special award for
outstanding performance

ont we need a whole new section here? This is
usually a report on recent events at BAM. We
can also use the forum to inform members of the
calendar year - and its key events
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how do you
measure on the
csr front?

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

S

ome quarters think corporate social responsibility
(CSR) in Malawi is not given much thought among
the economic drivers, banks inclusive. They have
observed that CSR accounts only 3 percent of most
companies’ marketing activities.
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This view is somehow shared by Lillian Kawaza, NBS
Bank’s Marketing Officer.
“As a marketer I look at CSR as a marketing tool, which
helps to improve the image of the company. But the irony

is that most companies skimp on spending when it comes
to their corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities.
They often view CSR activities as mere window-dressing
which simply has nothing much to do with profit margin,
so they see no point in pursuing it.”
Linda Mchombo, the Marketing Manager for Standard
Bank Ltd, holds a different view. According to her, more
companies are becoming socially responsible. In this
year almost every week you learn from the media that
a certain company or some companies have donated
something to the community. Businesses have realised
that they cannot just take from the environment, but they
need to give back as well.
To put it in a layman’s language, when we talk about
corporate social responsibility (CSR), we refer to the
concept that all companies have obligations to the
wider community and good corporate citizenship
extends further than just following the law. Some call
it the awareness, acceptance and management of the
implications and effects of all corporate decision making.
Others extend it further by arguing that it is a commitment
to behave ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of life of a
company’s workforce, their families as well as the local
community at large.

Clinic in Mangochi, and we were able to revamp the
whole maternity wing, bought all the equipment that they
needed. In addition we also gave them a generator,”
says Mchombo.
Furthermore, a few months ago the bank built school
blocks at Mulunguzi Primary School in Thyolo East. This
area initially had no school. According to Mchombo, the
bank is proud to do this as a way of shaping future
leaders who at some point may even become Managing
Directors of Standard Bank!
NBS Bank, just like most other banks, have followed suit.
“We part sponsored the Mother’s Day Fun Run which was
organised by Nation Publications Limited last year. The
aim of the fun run was to raise funds to acquire hospital
equipment for Dedza Hospital. The funds that were
raised were used to buy hospital ward trolleys among
others,” Kawaza said.
Recently, the bank has donated assorted groceries to
a woman who is based in Kasungu. This woman was
featured on Reach Out and Touch programme that is
aired on MBC TV. According to Kawaza, the Kasungu
woman is a very simple woman who is doing a noble job
of taking care of abandoned babies in Kasungu despite
her own poverty.

A business must balance its commitment between various
stakeholders in the business: customers, shareholders,
employees, the host community, government and others
without getting distracted from its aim of making profits.
It is simply deliberately including public interest in
corporate decision making and honouring of, as
marketers put it, a triple bottom line: people, planet and
profit.
A common approach to CSR is philanthropy. This includes
monetary donations and aid given to local organisations
and impoverished communities in most developing
countries like Malawi. One of the banks that have taken
this approach is Standard Bank Ltd.
“At the beginning of this year, we went to Chilipa Health
continued to page 8

However, this philanthropy approach to CSR has been
viewed negatively by some commentators. This is
because they feel that this approach does not help build
on the skills of the local people. Much as the communities
are needy and deserve the donations, they get them
on a silver platter. Such people prefer development to
be community-based, since there is a high chance of
sustainability.
For instance, in South Africa (although it is not usually
referred to as a developing country), Shell Foundation
has involved itself in the Flower Valley project. It has
Vol. 6 February 2011 MALAWI BANKER
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from page 7
set up an Early Learning Centre to help educate the
community’s children as well as develop new skills for
adults. Instead of just handing the people food, money
or other material aid, a community based development
approach is encouraged.

increased risk of projecting a poor public image.’’ says
Kawaza.

From her personal point of view, Mchombo thinks it
depends on the project and the people you are helping.

She continues to argue that a business must balance its
commitment between various stakeholders in the business:
customers, shareholders, employees, the host community,
government and others without getting distracted from
its aim of making profits.

“You find some youth or women who have formed a group
and they are looking for funding to conduct a workshop
that will equip them with skills…in that case, yes, you are
giving them money but they are becoming self reliant.
This is different from where some people want to just get
money and spend it today [without investing].”

“Studies have shown that most buying decisions are
made on the basis of a selection between three or fewer
alternative brands. When a business goes out of its way
to contribute to the well-being of its community, it can use
the positive image this gesture brings to get competitive
advantage over its competitors,’’ Kawaza counsels

Like in the case of the school Standard Bank constructed
in Thyolo, the bank assisted with the materials but the
community (already has qualified teachers) will definitely
play a bigger role of teaching and encouraging pupils
to go to this school. In this way, both Standard Bank
and the community are contributing to the sustainable
(education) development of this community.

These sentiments are also shared by Mchombo.

Most marketers view CSR is as advantageous to the
organisation as it is to the beneficiaries, in this case, the
community at large.

At the end of the day, all that matters is not the show
off and the outdoing of each other as competitors.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is about
contributing to sustainable development of a community
at large that results in the sustainable development
of the whole nation and a raised public image of the
financial institution.

“It is quite agreed that companies have to protect the
interest of shareholders, making sure that the business
strives and flourishes. But the hard part of this is that if
they cast a blind eye to societal concerns, they are at an

“As a bank you get to demonstrate your emotional
side, that you are not just a building, but you have that
personal touch… You know that you are helping your
customers, potential customers and the society you live
in.’’

BAM SEMINARS
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1.

Corporate Governance

2.

Financial Crime Prevention &
Anti Money Laundering
.................................. June, 2011

3.

Credit Risk & Basel II		

.................................. August, 2011

4.

Internal Trade Finance

.................................. October, 2011
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.................................. 28th March - 1st April, 2010

THE GRADUATION DAY
A memorable day indeed - The day when 46 graduating students of Institute of
Bankers received their certificates and Diplomas at a colourful ceremony held on
19th November 2010 at Sunbird Mount Soche Hotel in Njamba room.

The graduation ceremony which started at around
9:00 am was graced by Prof Leonard Kamwanja, the
Pro-Vice Chancellor of the University of Malawi who
handed over certificates and Diplomas to 2010 graduating students.
The graduation was attended by the members from
BAM Council and University of Malawi representatives
as follows:The BAM Vice President and CEO of IndeBank, Mr
William Chatsala, University registrar Mr Benedicto
Okomaatani Malunga, The Vice Principal of Polytechnic, Dr Harry Gombachika, Dean of Faculty of Commerce, The Polytechnic, Dr Rhoda Bakuwa, Acting CEO
of Malawi Savings Bank Mr Kayisi Sadala, FDH Bank
Managing Director, Mr Jimmy Kayuni, Chairman of
Business Development Committee, Mr Hannock Ng’oma

10
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The following students graduated with Certificate in
Banking:
Kettie Chongwe, Yamikani Chingwanda, Andrew Kupilingu, Justina Sibale, Chimwemwe Wirima, Sam
Kayesera, Rex Chingakule, Samuel Mlowa, Amos
Chiphwanya, Linda Chunda, Marshall Bonongwe,
Damaris Matola, Twitike Ngonga, Ardron Msowoya,
Harvey Kuseka, Louisa Kalila, Wilmore Kasambara,
Maina Gumboh, Josephine Masano, Moses Kambala, Austin Mwakalenga, Jimmy Malizani, Dorcas
Matengele, Burton Singo, Mike Partridge, Elard Wiles,
Susan Mopiwa, Davison Chayaka, Dennis Sandfore,
Leonard Mataka, Shadreck Namagowa Gama, Johnstone Luwe, Mubabazo Chilembwe, Francis Pondamali, Damiano Chibwana, Dorothy Itimu, Linda M’bwana,
Margaret Matola, Gift Chirwa.

continued to page 12

from page 10

The following students graduated with Diploma in
Banking:
Anenazawo Dzekedzeke, Ramzy Kika, Elisa Charwita, Alfred Nhlema, Chance Mwandoloma, Mc Ewen
Champiti, Alinane Munthali.
In his speech, the Pro Vice Chancellor challenged the
students to go out and prove to the industry that they
are the best deserving students and encouraged them
to work hard in their respective jobs in order to enhance their career in Banking.
The brief and memorable ceremony ended around
10:30 am and thereafter the students were treated
to a mouth watering cocktail.
We can only wish our 2010 graduating students all
the best in their future endeavors.

IOB graduate recieves his diploma from
Prof. Dr Leonard Kamwanja
12
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BAM Vice President William Chatsala
addresses the congregation

Customer Service tips
that will keep them coming back!
Tomex Balakasi Kazembe
1.Remember there is no way that the quality of customer
service can exceed the quality of the people who provide
it.
Think you can get a superior customer service by paying
the lowest wage, giving the fewest of benefits, doing the
least training for your employees? It will show. Companies
don’t help customers... people do. Nourish them well, you
will never have to worry about superior customer service.
2. Realize that your people will treat your customer the
way they are treated.
Employees take their cue from management.. Do you
greet your employees enthusiastically each day; are you
polite in your dealings with them; do you try to accommodate their requests; do you listen to them when they
speak? Consistent rude customer service is a reflection not
as much on the employee as on management. We cannot
therefore expect a superior service from employee who
are treated like dirt.
3. Do you know who your customers are?
If a regular customer came in to your facility, would you
recognize him? Could you call him by name? All of us like
to feel important; calling someone by name is a simple
way to do it and lets him know you value him as a customer.
4. Do your customers know who you are?
If they see you, would they recognize you? Could they call
you by name? A visible management is an asset. Make
sure you are always available.
S. For good ... customer service. go the extra mi1e.
Include a thank-you note in a customer’s package; send a
birthday card; clip the article when you see their name or
photo in print; write a congratulatory note when they get
a promotion. There are all sorts of ways for you to keep in
touch with your customers and bring them closer to you.
6. Are your customers greeted when they walk in the door
or at least within 30-40 seconds upon entering? Is it possible they could come in, look around, and go out without
ever having their presence acknowledged? It is ironic this
is the scenario in most banking premises. In some banks,
this vital responsibility is given to those who are not conversant with sound business etiquette, or to those who
might not care whether the customer comes back or not.
Unfortunately many managers do not monitor this very
important aspect yet they expect to have their customers
come back.

7. Give customers the benefit of the doubt.
Proving to him why he’s wrong and you’re right isn’t worth
losing a customer over. You will never win an argument
with a customer, and you should never, ever put a customer in that position.
8. If a customer makes a request for something special, do
anything you can to say yes.
The fact that a customer cared enough to ask is all you
need to know in trying to accommodate her/him. It may
be an exception from your customer service policy, but (if
it isn’t illegal) try to do it. Remember you are just making
one exception for one customer, not making new policy.
9. Are your customer service associates properly trained in
how to handle a customer complaint or an irate person?
Give them guidelines for what to say and do in every
conceivable case. People on the frontline of a situation
play the most critical role in your customer’s experience.
Make sure they know what to do and say to make that
customer’s experience a positive, pleasant one.
10. Want to know what your customers think of your company? Ask them.
Compose a “How are We Doing?” card and leave it at the
exit or register stand, or include it in their next statement. Keep it short and simple. Ask things like: what is it
they like; what they don’t like; what they would like to be
changed; what you could do better about their latest experience there, etc. Obviously top on the list of their complaints would be congested banking halls and persistent
ATM breakdown, and of course deployment of inexperienced staff in the front line. To ensure the customer sends
the card in, have it pre-stamped. And if the customer has
given their name and address, be sure to acknowledge
receipt of the card.
Remember that the big money isn’t as much in winning
customers as in keeping customers. Each individual customer’s perception of your bank will determine how well
you do this and that perception will depend on the level
of customer service you provide.
Observe these tips and succeed or shun them to the detriment of your organization.
Prepared by Tomex Balakasi Kazembe Swift officer National Bank of Malawi
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We are here to help grow the economy.
We are competitive both on the lending
and investment sides of banking. Sadala

KEEPING MSB AFLOAT

T
14

he last time the Malawi Banker spoke to Kayisi Sadala, he was Head of Corporate Banking
for Malawi Savings Bank. Since then, there have been some developments that have seen
him become Acting Chief Executive Officer for the bank. We caught up with the charming
career banker to find out how he is coping with the challenges of his new position:
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MB: Belated congratulations on your latest appointment.
For the benefit of our readers can you tell us a bit about
yourself?
KS: Well, thank you very much and welcome to Malawi
Savings Bank. To answer your question, from a personal
qualifications point of view, I graduated from the
University of Malawi’s Chancellor College in 1990 with
a Bachelor’s degree and went for a one-year MBA
programme in Banking and Finance in the UK in 1999.
I have also attended various training programmes in
Banking and financial matters both within and outside
the country.
Careerwise, I joined the National Bank of Malawi straight
from college in 1990 and rose to various positions. In
2004, I moved to Indefund as Operations Manager and
in 2006 I joined CDH as Business Development Manager
before joining MSB in July 2007 as Corporate Banking
Manager with a specific mandate to set up the Corporate
Banking Division. In May 2008, I was promoted to
become Head, Corporate Banking and in November
2009, it pleased the board to appoint me as deputy
CEO and acting CEO. I must explain that by mentioning
that there was no Deputy CEO when our previous CEO
Joseph Mwanamvekha was leaving and the post could
not have been left to a head of department to act. That
was why the board promoted me to become Deputy
CEO and on the same day they appointed me Acting
CEO.

conducive environment for them to perform, to motivate
the members of staff. You see, you can set the tone but
inculcating the values down to everyone is a difficult task.
And then there is the issue of business monitoring where I
have to ensure that we are doing the right thing.
MB: How do you intend to face the challenge and
responsibilities?
KS: On motivation, realising that as an individual I cannot
perform, the key would be to develop team spirit. I have
to make people feel that there’s that attachment to the
organisation. There is need to realise that people are
not machines. When you tickle them they smile but when
you pinch them they frown. We have to reward those that
are performing and those that are not must be treated
accordingly.
On business monitoring, I feel it is important to be in
constant touch with people on the ground and not just
rely on reports from heads of department. That means
carrying out on-spot visits without announcing because I
believe that we have to be dynamic.
Because we are on one network I have to ensure that
everything is moving and there is connectivity. I have to
talk to all branches so that branch managers and all
members of staff feel attached. I want to apply the
personal touch and keep my door open and ensuring
that I am always accessible. There is no need to book an
appointment if one wants to see me.

MB: So how does it feel to be in this hot seat?
KS: Well, I look at it both as a challenging position and
also as a high responsibility. Challenging, because we
have just managed to turn the bank around from a lossmaking entity to a profit-making position. Now that we
have taken MSB out of the woods, the challenge is to
consolidate this position and grow the performance. But
of course, I also consider this as a huge responsibility
given the size of the bank. We have the biggest network
in terms of spread. We have 44 outlets at the moment,
excluding those on-site revenue collection points. No
other institution has that kind of reach. What that means
is that we are in every district except Likoma and I,
therefore, have to be active, to know what is happening
everywhere; and that is not easy.
At the same time, we have to continue to expand and we
need to be focused. Already, we have opened a new
agency at Kanengo and we are now going to Jenda.
From a human resource perspective I have the
responsibility of managing people and providing a

continued to page 16

MB: What do you bring to this new position and the bank
as a whole?
KS: I have been in the financial sector for 20 years now
and I, therefore, bring extensive banking experience
and due to my hands-on approach, I have lots of skills to
impart to the rest of the staff. Over the years, I have done
almost everything and because of that, I have knowledge
of the industry, hence the ability to understand what is
happening and what needs to be done in the bank. In
short, I have the necessary experience to provide the
requisite leadership until a substantive CEO has been
appointed.
MB: As Acting CEO, what is your vision of MSB?
KS:I think we need to consolidate our business performance
and take the bank to higher levels. As I said earlier, three
years ago we were insolvent and our position was at the
bottom in terms of market share. Now we are fourth.
In the next three years we should be at not less than
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top three. This is actually captured in our strategic plan
and we want to attain that position not only in terms of
market share but also customer preference.
But we are also thinking of financial inclusion, by
cultivating a culture of saving among Malawians. At the
moment, only 19 percent of the population is banked
and five percent through others. We need to be found
where the people are by continuing to expand. We want
to increase our footprint by being in all major urban
areas where we are not at the moment mindful of the our
business interests. We have to strike a balance between
the need for profitability and support for government
programmes. We have to perform the social service
function even now; we cannot move away from that
because the issue is accessibility and that is why three
quarters of our outlets are in the rural areas.

third-party service providers in areas of energy and
telecommunications. These services are really out of
our control and if these providers do not perform, our
operations are affected. We cannot have generators at
all our 45 outlets. Of course, we are trying to provide
generators but that cannot be done overnight and as an
industry, we are adversely affected.
MB: You mentioned stiff competition as a major challenge,
how will the bank reposition itself to remain competitive?
KS: I think I have highlighted the major strategies earlier
but in addition to all that, we are replacing the banking
system. We are introducing the Rubicon system which is
not only robust but is also dynamic. In doing this we are
focusing not only on the current customer needs but also
the future. This will give us the ability to introduce most
products and services for the convenience of our clients.

I also see us continuing to create stakeholder value
through staff development, enhanced shareholder
returns and excellent customer service.
MB: What challenges do you foresee in carrying out this
vision and how prepared are you to face and overcome
those challenges?
KS: I think the major one is stiff competition. There
are 11 commercial banks at the moment and several
other financial institutions. That means more players in
the industry and, for sure, more are coming. We are
ready to compete with all these not on pricing but on
quality of service. The service is generally the same
and the products are the same. What may change is
the packaging of those products and the way we serve
our clients. So we need to come up with tailor-made
products for various customers because it is service that
will differentiate one bank from another.
Another thing is that because of our background, our
infrastructure is generally not good as we have been
using Post Office premises in many areas. Right now we
are renovating our offices and, in many cases, moving
into our own buildings. All this is aimed at providing a
good ambience for our customers. Let me also say that
we are gradually moving out of Post Office premises
and by 2013 we shall be completely out unless we are
clearly demarcated.
One other challenge emanating from our background is
that of perception. People still look at us as the old Post
Office Savings Bank and we have an ongoing image
building and rebranding exercise which has succeeded
so far.
We also face problems arising from our reliance on
16
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Kayisi Sadala
Act.CEO of MSB
MB: So how do you wrap your day? What do you enjoy
doing in your free time?
KS: Every morning, I plan what I am going to do and
at the end of the day, I look at what was planned as
part self-assessment and appraisal but in all this I try to
create time for my family.
MB: No golf?
KS: I used to but I have since stopped.
MB: Any final word?
KS: Yes, I would like to assure all our customers that MSB
is a very changed bank and it is no longer the Post Office
Savings Bank they knew. It is a fully-fledged commercial
bank with the ability and capacity to undertake any
banking transaction. They should come to see what
we are doing and they will notice that we are trusted
partners for entrepreneurs and companies. If they have
money, our rates are competitive for their savings. If
they don’t have money we shall assist them to access
money. We are here to help grow the economy. We are
competitive both on the lending and investment sides of
banking. We are not here to exploit people because we
believe in repeat buying. If our clients are happy we
shall see more of them and others coming.

BAM IN PICTURES

IOB TRAINING
GROUP SHOT
2

1
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4
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1. BAM’s President John Biziwick speaking at the Dinner

7. Guest of honour, Dr Kamwanja addresses the assembly

2. Malunga, the MC shares a moment of verbal seasoning

8. Special award for IOB graduates

3. Champagne is popped in great style!

9. RBM representative Noel Nkulichi takes his turn

4 & 5. Patrons grace the dance floor

10. Patrons follow proceedings attentively

6. BAM president gives a present to the Guest of honour

11. BAM’s Executive Director Lyness Nkungula blesses the event
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“If each one of us could reach out to help at least one underprivileged person,
we could touch a lot of lives...”

FROM A HUMBLE START, TO STEERING
STANDARD BANK

S

he lost her father while very young and spent her
early childhood in a village in Rumphi. Living in a
house that leaked and surviving on a single meal
a day characterised her upbringing. Waking up in the
wee hours of the morning – going to the fields, looking
for firewood, as well as walking long distances to go
and draw water was everyday life to her.
This is the humble beginning of Mrs Temwani Simwaka,
Standard Bank Head of Finance, who on August 1,
2010, was given an additional role – sitting on the
bank’s board as Executive Director.
“It feels great to be recognised. At the same time I feel
much challenged to be joining the distinguished ladies
and gentlemen, who sit on the Standard Bank Board,
whom I admire so much. It is a big step in my career
and I feel very blessed indeed. This will give me an
opportunity to grow in my leadership to a higher level,”
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Simwaka said, when asked how she felt about her appointment to the Standard Bank board.
Simwaka says the honeymoon is over and that she
is aware that she has joined a team of directors in
shaping the strategic direction of the Bank. The current
board is made up of seasoned professionals, whom she
admires greatly, Simwaka acknowledges.
“In my role as Head of Finance, I have sat in meetings
with these distinguished ladies and gentlemen and,
therefore, I am privileged in that I already have good
experience from within the Bank. What I will, however,
bring to the Board is a fresh perspective to move the
bank forward. Being part of the executive team as well
as the Board puts me in a unique position of balancing
up strategic leadership with the actual implementation
of the strategies on the ground,” she adds.

On competition, Simwaka says the banking sector is
indeed attracting new players on the market which she
believes is a good development for the market but she
insists that Standard Bank – an international bank with
a local touch is well positioned to compete. A confident
Simwaka adds that Standard bank stands out and
would continue to stand out because the bank provides
a unique experience for customers.
“Banking is about experience and relationships and
that’s where we stand out. We believe in our people
and as a Bank, we intend to continue investing in people so that we are able to give our customers a world
class service with a local touch,” she says.
Simwaka says 2010 is a special year for Standard
Bank as the financial institution celebrates its 40years
of service to the Malawi economy.
“As we look back at what our predecessors achieved,
and the foundation they laid, our vision is to move the
bank to new heights. My vision is the shared vision with
the entire executive team of the bank and that is to be
the standard of banking in Malawi. There is no doubt
that we have the right base to grow the bank and most
importantly we have the right people in place to move
forward with our customers,” she says.
But who is Mrs Simwaka? Having spent her childhood in
Rumphi, she also had a town life stint for a few years
when she stayed with her brother and his family. She
once also lived with her sister, both times in Zomba.
She did her primary school at Mhuju Primary School in
Rumphi and St Joseph Primary School in Zomba. For
secondary school, she was at Marymount Girls before
it became a private secondary school.
Simwaka’s career started when she was at Marymount
Girls Secondary School after someone from Malawi
College of Accountancy (MCA) visited the school to
give a career talk. Simwaka says she was very excited
about Accounting and talked to her teachers, who then
indicated that there was another route to becoming
an accountant and that was through the University of
Malawi.
“I therefore chose to go and study for a Bachelor
of Commerce (BCom) degree at the Polytechnic and
graduated in 1993. Upon graduation, I was employed
by Press Corporation in the Internal Audit department,
but after staying for only a month or so I was transferred to Nico, then a subsidiary of Press Corporation,

as a Management Trainee,” Simwaka recounts.
While working with Nico, she was sponsored to do her
professional studies at Malawi College of Accountancy,
where she studied for ACCA and finished successfully.
“I worked with Nico as Management Trainee from 1993
and in the process moved up the ladder in several
areas. I started working in Life accounts, before moving
to work in the then Nico Corporate Finance (handling
investments and listing requirements), before moving
back to Nico as Chief accountant. After restructuring
of the group, where life and short term insurance business was split, I was appointed as Financial Controller
of Nico General insurance in 2001 until when I left in
August 2006,” Simwaka adds.
She joined Standard Bank in September 2006, and has
since not looked back. Joining Standard Bank was her
stepping stone into a career in banking having spent
13 years in an insurance environment.
“I joined as Head of Finance, the position I still hold until
now. In addition to being Head of Finance, I am also an
Executive Director on the Bank’s Board,” she mentions.
As the saying goes, all work, no play makes Mary a
dull girl, Simwaka lives her social life to the fullest.
She usually spends her free time with her family – she
is married and blessed with three handsome sons.
Simwaka also enjoys reading quite a lot; and apart
from that; she allocates time to God. She enjoys church
activities, being a church elder as well as a member of
the Women’s Guild.
“To me, life is about my God, my family and my career.
The three pieces make me complete,” she says.
“My last words will be on a completely different topic
which is my passion. I would like to appeal to all ladies
and gentlemen who are privileged like me to make a
difference in our society. If each one of us could reach
out to help at least one underprivileged person, we
could touch a lot of lives. We can help by offering
financial assistance to educate those who wish but cannot afford, but most importantly to mentor and coach
young men and women who aspire to become leaders,”
she concludes.
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WHAT A BOOST!
Institute of Bankers has come to stay permanently
to boost the financial services industry,
not only in Malawi but also worldwide.
Since its inception on 17 November, 2007, IOB has boosted
confidence in the operations of financial institutions in Malawi;
by setting up good professionalism in its members
and helping them in maintaining uniform standards
in their operations
As a mother body of all banks, IOB ensures
that the banking professionals are properly trained
and attain the best professional skills, to enable them
work competently in their working places.
This has been boosted by the provision of IOB certificates
and diplomas in banking
By all means this will indeed increase the competency
in the banking sector.
More importantly is the type of studies that are so unique
in nature in the sense that, it is reviewed with the understanding
of the current changes in the political, economical,
social, and technological changes in the business environment
so as to remain competitive in the market
Then after that, who wouldn’t want to join the winning team of IOB?
Join them now, to boost your banking career.
0 o o h what a boost by IOB!
Jonathan Zolowere

NBM | VICTORIA AVENUE
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Proposed Reforms in Secured
Transactions Laws and
Collateral Registries
By Elton Jangale FCCA, Barrister

The current systems of registration

S

ecured transactions involving movable property in
Malawi are scattered in a number of laws. Each of
these laws contains some scheme of registration
which targets either some special type of property (e.g.
Farmers’ Stop-Order Act targeting farm produce, Road
Traffic Act targeting motor vehicles), some type of borrower
(Companies Act targeting incorporated companies,
Commercial Credits Act targeting unincorporated entities
and individuals) or some types of transactions (Hire
Purchase Act targeting deferred sale of moveable property,
Bills of Sale Act targeting sale of moveable property). These
various laws on secured transactions were developed in an
uncoordinated fashion resulting in multiple rules affecting
all areas of secured transactions. These laws have also
proved to be complex and often inconsistent in areas of
charge creation, registration and priorities.

The proposed system of notice-filing
Government, through the Business Environment
Strengthening Technical Assistance Project (BESTAP) under
the Ministry of Trade and Industry, proposes to replace the
various schemes of registration with a single system of
‘notice-filing’. Other registries, such as the Motor Vehicles
Registry, would still operate and record secured transactions
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for other purposes. However, the notice-filing system
would be implemented to record all secured transactions in
a simple comprehensive single registry with the principal
purpose of determining priorities among conflicting claims.
It is hoped that the notice-filing system would encourage
creditors, particularly financial institutions (such as banks,
leasing companies and micro credit organisations), to use
borrowers’ moveable assets (e.g. machinery, automobiles,
inventories and account receivables) as collateral for
lending money to the borrowers.

Under the proposed law, it would no longer be necessary
for any charge document, or particulars of any charge
document, to be physically sent out to the registry for
filing. Instead, there would be a single registry providing
an online registration of any charge. There would be
an electronic form called a financing statement, which
would be completed online. At least the following would
be required to be completed on the financing statement:
the borrower’s name and address; the creditor’s (secured
party’s) name and address; the duration of the filing; and
the brief details of the property (collateral) subject to the
secured agreement. The information required to conclude
a registration would be enough to alert third parties but,
at the same time, would not disclose any sensitive private

information to the third parties. This information would be
entered over the internet by completing forms online. There
would be a possibility for institutions that file on a regular
basis to garner directly from their own electronic records
and send to the online register at the touch of a button.

display on the register would be instantaneous, searching
would be in real time. This would avoid the problem with
the current registration schemes, which have a potential of
creating priority gaps between the date when the charge
was created and the date when the charge is registered.

It is hoped that the notice-filing system will provide easy,
cheap and effective means to recording and retrieving
important information for creditors to access the creditworthiness of any proposed collateral.

The other advantage is that, unlike the current registration
schemes, notice-filing would not be transaction-based. It
would be possible to file a financing statement in advance
of a security agreement being made, so as to protect the
secured party’s priority in the event that an agreement is
later entered. It would also be possible to file once for a
number of transactions between the same parties since
a single financing statement may cover more than one
security interest.

Priority under the notice-filing system
The basic rule of priority would depend on the date of
filing or other method of perfection. Thus between two
security interests perfected by filing, priority would go
normally to the one that had been filed first. Between one
perfected by filing and another perfected by possession,
it would depend on whether the filing took place before
the possession or vice versa. However, there would be
exceptions to this ‘first to file’ rule of priority such as
‘purchase-money security interest’ (PMSI). As a matter of
illustration, if a party already has a security interest over a
borrower’s property, which would extend to the borrower’s
after-acquired property, but a second creditor effectively
finances the purchase of a new piece of collateral and
takes a security interest over it, the second creditor’s
PMSI would rank higher in priority to the earlier secured
party’s security interest. This is because the borrower’s
after-acquired property would not have formed part of
the borrower’s assets but for the financing provided by the
second secured party.

Some of the advantages of the noticefiling system
One advantage with the proposed law is that any charge
document would not be sent to any registry and the registry’s
staff would no longer check the particulars against it.
Therefore, the responsibility for avoiding mistakes would
fall on the secured party. A mistake in recording collateral
would mean that the charge is not perfected in respect
of collateral that is omitted or incorrectly recorded but
would still be effective against collateral that is correctly
included. Filing against the wrong party would leave the
charge completely ineffective.
The other advantage is that information would be registered
immediately and could then be searched online. Since
receipt of information on the financing statement and its

The other advantage with the notice-filing system is that
filing would no longer be obligatory but voluntary. By
implication, it would be expected that the secured party
would normally do the filing because it is the secured party
that would usually have an interest to secure. As seen with
the current registration schemes, there is no incentive for a
borrower to register any charge.
The other advantage is that there would be no time-limit
for filing. Of course, there would be strong incentives to file
quickly. If a security had not been perfected by either filing
or some other means (with goods the other method would
be take possession of the goods e.g. by a pledge), there
would be potentially serious consequences. First, priority
would normally depend on the date of filing, so that a
security interest that had not been perfected by filing might
lose its priority to a subsequent security interest which
had been filed first. Secondly, a security interest that was
not perfected would be vulnerable if the property were
bought by a buyer who did not have actual knowledge
of the security interest over it. Thirdly, in the event of the
borrower’s insolvency, an unperfected security interest
would be ineffective as against a liquidator.

Conclusion
The proposed law appears to be simple, comprehensive
and cheap to manage. The proposed law also promises
to provide one piece of legislation dealing primarily with
creation, registration, priority and enforcement of security
interests. However, it is yet to be seen whether the proposed
law would encourage financial institutions to provide more
credit facilities to their customers basing on their customers’
moveable property as collateral.
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SHORT STORY

BONYE
CHIBAAZ
By Fred King Nkwhazi
The profiles of the lenders on the ground were quite impressive. Many of them had attended several high class credit
courses overseas. Some had passed through prestigious graduate schools. On paper, Skybank appeared the most credible bank with unequalled level of expertise. On the ground,
however, things were quite the opposite. These personnel were
more interested in trotting around the globe and pocketing allowances. Why not? After all major initiatives and deals were
being done by the Chairman and the MD, so why bother.
The Asset Quality left a lot to be desired. The Credit Committee had prided itself that the bank’s impaired assets reflected
only 4.5% of the total lending portfolio. The reality, however,
was that the percentage hovered around thirty five. The Central Bank Examiners had always pegged it around thirty while
the External Auditors had rounded it to forty. Each of these
parties had raised concern for more provisions to be made in
respect of the toxic assets but the bank had resisted the move.
In his own words, MD Bomboko had insisted that these external
parties did not understand the business of banking and that
their findings and recommendations were purely academic,
totally incapable of implementation.
HOC Bonye Chibaaz’s predecessor had been discharged unceremoniously, largely for his seemingly uncompromising position that he had taken. A no nonsense guy he was. He had
called a spade a spade and that did not go down well with
both MD Bomboko and the Chairman. He had to go. According to reliable sources, he had immediately picked a job with
Development Bank in Kampala, much to the dismay of MD
Bomboko and the Chairman.
The vision that Bonye had was to clean up the lending book. In
doing so it was inevitable that he would require the support of
MD Bomboko and possibly that of the Chairman. That seemed
a tall order. He recalled MD Bomboko telling him on the day
he was appointed to the position that, as Head of Credit, he
was required to give maximum support to the marketers, re26
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gardless of the seemingly rubbish they brought on board. MD
Bomboko emphasized that as HOC he need not concern himself with the requirements for provisions adequacy. That was
the MD’s and the Chairman’s responsibility. It was the two that
were answerable to the Central Bank. The naïve justification
of MD Bomboko was that as long as the bank’s lending book
increases at a breakneck speed, the interest revenue would
overshadow the need for the so called provisions. He was
further advised that if he played his cards well, the MD would
not hesitate to recommend to the Chairman that he, Bonye, be
made Assistant General Manager responsible for both credit
and marketing.
Assistant General Manager! Wow! The temptation was quite
appealing. But Bonye Chibaaz was aware of the embarrassments that accompanied that job when it came to facing the
Examiners and External Auditors. He was also aware that the
Examiners were capable of blocking his chances of upward
progressions in the future if and when positions became available in other banks. At the same time he was fully aware that
any attempts toward heroism would not go down well with
Bomboko or the Chairman. These are the people that had
questioned the loyalty of Bonye Chibaaz’s predecessor, to the
extent of labeling him the secret agent of the Central Bank. He
would have to play his cards very carefully.
Time for action!
A memorandum had just been put into his in tray. Something
caught his eyes’ attention. Attached to it was a credit application. This came from Malabada branch. It was the briefest
application Bonye Chibaaz had ever come across. The branch
manager was notoriously known for his casual approaches to
credit risks. Of course this manager shared something in common with MD Bomboko. He also played golf! Not particularly
a good golfer. He lost money all the time through senseless
bets with well seasoned golfers, some of whom had retired
and made a living from careless ambitious people like this

loud bang before the Malabada manager could register his
protest.

Malabada branch manager.
“Attached hereto is Adv. M 21 for your consideration.” The
memo started. Bonye read through and was not impressed
by incoherencies which were quite glaring. The queen’s language was butchered left right and centre. All considered,
what caught his attention most was a statement that made
reference to MD Bomboko. “You are advised, for information
purposes only, that this proposal has already been approved
by the MD and is hereby submitted to Credit Risk Management for onward submission to him for his confirmation. Current
outstandings were also approved by the MD.”
Bonye Chibaaz picked up his phone and dialed the Malabada branch manager. When there was connection at the other
end, Bonye Chibaaz could not hide his anger.
“I have received your so called application for MK750 million.” He said.
“Oh, that was pretty fast; I just dispatched it this morning.” Replied the Malabada manager, seeming unnecessarily excited.
“You know the MD wants this processed yesterday.”
“Can you just answer this question,” Bonye, shouted. “When
did the MD and you sit down for a joint appraisal of this
proposal? If you are using my office as the post office, this is
my advice to you and whoever it might concern: in future send
such rubbishes straight to your MD!” He cut the phone with a

Without any input from him or his departmental staff, he sent
the memo and the attached application to MD Bomboko with
a simple annotation.
“Branch has already permitted draw downs that are far in excess of its discretionary limit. Current exposure reflects MK455
million. Branch informs me that this was approved by your office. It is also believed that security will be collected by your
office. Kindly confirm your approval to this application and the
branch’s action in permitting this exposure outside CRM’s laid
down procedures.”
Before sending the memo and application, he made sure to
photocopy them and placed them in his special secret file for
future reference when need arose. He became increasingly
aware that a day will come when he will have to disassociate
himself with such callous approaches to credit. Someone somewhere is bound to ask for his justifications of how badly CRM
had been managed since he took over. He was not prepared
to be the author of that song! Someone else will sing the song.
The special secret file was the answer.
It was Friday afternoon once again and it was time to go for
golf. He picked up his jacket and headed for the door.

continued in next issue of MB
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CLOSE UP WITH MALAWI BANKER

“We want to ensure that we
bring relevant products and
services closer to where people
reside”

GILFORD KADZAKUMANJA

S

ince becoming a full commercial bank, NBS Bank
has been working on its expansion drive and
reaching out to as many customers as possible. The
Malawi Banker caught up with the bank’s Deputy Chief
Executive Officer Gilford Kadzakumanja to get details
on this and more:
Give us more details on your branch network
expansion programme.
I will just go back a little bit. When we started operating
as a commercial bank in July 2004, we had a couple of
issues to deal with. First, we realised that we were late
entrants into the commercial banking arena in Malawi
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having been a building society where we were only
offering mortgages and savings accounts. So we saw
that we needed to introduce more products, reach out
to more clients and also widen our branch network in
order to serving more customers. Therefore, during our
first years of operating as a commercial bank our main
focus was first on product development because.
After developing the products, we had to create an
outlet to sell those products and that’s when we decided
to embark on an expansion programme by physically
putting up new Points of Representation steadily
branching out far and wide. Our earliest additions were
Chitipa, Nkhata Bay and Rumphi. We chose these places

because there were no commercial banks operating in
those areas. Since then we have expanded further and
currently we are now also in Balaka, Salima, Mponela,
Ntchisi and Dedza. We will soon start operating in
Ntcheu. We are now quite pleased that we are very
much on track with our philosophy of taking banking to
the people.

continues to be a great success. We are the only bank
focussing on this segment with a clear and multi-faceted
strategy.

So what is the way forward?

I think what makes us unique is our philosophy of service
delivery which begins with taking the bank to the
people. We can confidently say that we are one of the
most widely spread out banks in the country because
we feel that the customers must access the bank at the
shortest distance possible. Having done that, we also
pride ourselves in training our staff adequately so that
they are able to deliver our products and services as we
intend them to be delivered or at least in such away as
to meet the customers’ expectation.

The way forward is consolidation. When you go to a new
place you have to make sure that your service delivery
is acceptable and consistent. We have had to look at
efficiency, convenience and affordability to the customer,
and we have also had to deal with the whole spectrum
of operational risk and security issues.
One thing we want to do is to ensure that we bring
relevant products and services closer to where people
reside so that they do not have to spend lots of resources,
i.e. money and time, to access our services. Convenience
comes in by making sure that our operating centres are
easily accessible and are manned with high calibre staff,
in a fully computerised - real time online - environment.
So as you can see it’s a lot of things and we also need to
streamline our delivery processes and procedures. I am
therefore saying yes, we have expanded but the next
most logical course of action is to integrate and really
make sure that we are able to take in all our customers’
requirements and that we are able to provide all those
requirements in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
So that’s where the focus is now.
The other issue going forward is the introduction of more
products. We are launching Internet Banking and SMS
banking soon. We will also create banking space for
high net-worth individuals. We are also seriously looking
at financial inclusion that will see us banking as many
people as possible at the bottom of the pyramid. So far
the concentration has been on banking middle to high
income customers. We feel it is high time we begun to
include more people in the low income space. We have
managed to come up with some products for clients at
the lower end. We are the only bank with an elaborate
SME unit and this unit started some three years ago. We
have brought together some groups that were not able
to access banking products and services, trained them
and then offered them business loans. Our training has
focussed on what banker/customer relationship entails,
business planning, product marketing and basic financial
management. We have recorded significant success in
this regard. I am sure you recall that we had a Women
Entrepreneurs’ Training Programme. The programme
continued to page 30

We know the most products within the commercial
banks are almost homogeneous, what makes NBS
Bank unique?

I believe that the one most important thing that
distinguishes banks is the people they employ. You
are right to say that the products tend to be the same
but I believe it is the people you employ who, if they
are able to serve customers with a smile, are efficient,
quick, knowledgeable and skilled, will make the whole
difference. Another aspect is that although we offer
similar products, we have a robust banking system,
Globus (T24 Version R08), which enables us to repackage
our products innovatively. We are able to convert and
enhance a common product into one with unique features,
thanks to the versatility of our system. The quality of
service delivery does matter and pretty much depends
on your delivery system of which the banking system
forms a major part. Apart from the people we employ,
this delivery distinguishes us favourably in the market
place.

How do you ensure that members of staff share the
Bank’s Vision and Strategy and carry it through?
The vision and mission of the bank are well documented,
circulated and ubiquitously displayed across our
entire network. As for our strategy, every year around
September, we start putting together our strategy for
the following year. That process invariably involves
communicating to branches our growth and operational
expectations for the following year. We create a theme
out of it and back it up with tangible action plans and
performance targets.
Then the Branch Managers convene branch meetings with
their staff to share the corporate objectives and strategy
for the following year and begin to put together their
Vol. 6 February 2011 MALAWI BANKER
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from page 29
action plans and numbers to be pursued. Thereafter we
convene a Strategy Conference comprising all branch
and head office managers, as you know our business is
an aggregation of what happens in the branches.

If you had a chance to address current and potential
customers of NBS Bank what message would you
want to send to them?
The main message I would want to send to them is that
we are a caring bank. This means that we listen to our
customers and strive to go the extra mile to meet the
customers’ needs. Our entire training programmes revolve
around that motto. You see, you cannot call yourself
caring if you do not understand your own product, if you
do not understand what the customer wants. So we build
our service culture around understanding our products,
listening to our customers and delivering the products and
services in a manner that meets customers’ expectation
in terms of time, convenience, price and relevance.
In keeping with this, we are working hard to improve
our customer service offering because we realize that
if a customer stands on the queue for 30 minutes when
he/she should have stood there for 10 minutes, then
we haven’t been caring to that customer. If a customer
makes an enquiry about a certain product and we keep
referring him to various people, then we are not winning.
We believe that in telling the customers to come to us, we
are promising them that we are going to deliver the kind
of service that will not disappoint them because we have
trained, and continue to train, our staff to be caring, to
understand the products they sell, and to serve with a
smile. We feel that is what will distinguish us from the
rest of the players in the commercial banking space plus
indeed the whole philosophy that customers do not have
to walk long distances and it doesn’t matter where they
are in Malawi, we are there too. We are proud of our
well-spread out presence in the country and also with
our ATMs and banking system which are basically 24/7
and real-time online. So, we really feel we can match up
to the customers’ expectations and we would go out to
the customers with a genuine promise to deliver.

of Malawi and that’s where my banking career started.
I worked with Commercial Bank for 19 years up to
2004 when I joined NBS Bank. While at Commercial
Bank I worked in every section of the bank. I joined as
a management trainee and the programme I followed
was designed in such a way that one would work in each
and every section of the branch. First, I went out in the
various sections and departments as a Clerk and then
went around the same sections and departments as a
Supervisor. That programme took two and a half years
and after that I was given a section to run. After this, I
was also given a chance to specialise. I was delighted
to focus on operations, i.e. product delivery, customer
service, and branch accounting. Having gone round all
the sections and departments, I was quite comfortable
because I had a passion for and was already conversant
with operating procedures, service delivery, and
transaction booking. I then rose through the ranks in
Operations and the time I was leaving Commercial
Bank of Malawi in 2004 (then called Stanbic Bank), I
had done seven years as Head of Operations. Then, I
transited to NBS Bank as the deputy chief

What would you say you have brought to NBS Bank?

Now as our cover feature we cannot leave
without knowing more about you. Who is Gilford
Kadzakumanja?

I think I have brought a wealth of experience, particularly
in the area of operations. As I said earlier, NBS was a
mortgage bank and there were basically two products
— savings account and mortgage loans. The bank
therefore needed to quickly attain competence in the
area of crafting commercial banking products and the
relative operating procedures. This was where I had to
start from. The bank was also undergoing a functional
restructuring to take the semblance of a commercial
bank now that we were going to be dealing with
more products and we were going to be attracting a
more diverse clientele. We needed to form a multiskilled and service-orientated frontline staff and also
created efficient back office clusters to support the
frontline staff. The challenge therefore was replicating a
commercial banking environment in an environment that
was predominantly a building society for the previous
forty or so years. I also went ahead to look at business
continuity issues, routine control issues and procedural
compliance issues. This has been an on-going area of
focus.

I would say Gilford Kdzakumanja is a career banker.
I don’t know anything but banking; it is in my blood.
When I left college in 1985, I joined Commercial Bank

I have also done lots of work in the Malawi National
Payments Council (NPC). I was chaired the Standards
and Automation Committee of the (NPC). I was one
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of the key players in the project that implemented the
Electronic Cheque Clearing House. I also chaired the
Cheque Printer Accreditation Task Force to make sure
that all the printers in Malawi comply with cheque
printing security standards.

What do you do when you are not thinking about NBS
Bank?
Ah, I am a good family man! (laughter) My life revolves
around family, work, church and golf. These other three
things — family, church and golf — occupy my time
when I am not working..

More about your family?
I have got a wife and two children — a boy and a girl.
My wife is a woman (more laughter) I have to elaborate.
One can’t be too sure these days.

Any final word?
I would simply say banking is becoming an exciting
challenge. We have got many players now and Malawi
remains the same small country. Our population of
plus or minus 13 million constitutes a small market as
compared to other countries around us. So as a bank
we need to be agile, we need to move at the pace that
does not lag behind what customers expect. We need to
be relevant in terms of our product offering.
As banks continue to scramble for the same customer
or limited number of customers, we need to make sure
that we do not compromise on operational risk and also
AML/CFT issues. Our customer analysis and assessments
of their proposals should continue to be rigorous and
accurate. In my view, there can never be any justification
for diluting the traditional controls which ensure that you
are absorbing risk in a prudent manner.
The other challenge is the quality of the new workforce
against a backdrop of increasing numbers of players. We
can only train X bankers per year. Now if the absorption
rate is rapid, it means that banks are absorbing people
who are raw. It also means that banks have got to pay
a premium for the few experienced staff as everyone
is scrambling for that rare talent. Their price inevitably
goes up.

begin to narrow as no bank is desirous of out-pricing
itself in the market. We have to ensure that our pricing
is market friendly. That’s what competition does and it is
good for the customers, I must say, but quite challenging
for the banks. That’s the game we must play and we
need to play it well.
Thank You.

Also as we scrambling for a few customers, the margins
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HUMOUR
JOB SEARCH JARGON

Whether you are a student looking for that first time or
summer job or a long time veteran looking for a change
of pace, this JOB SEARCH JARGON should help you get
on your way...
COMPETITIVE SALARY:
We remain competitive by paying less than our
competitors.

SALES POSITION REQUIRING MOTIVATED
SELF-STARTER:
We’re not going to supply you with leads; there’s no
base salary; you’ll wait 30 days for your first commission
check.
CASUAL WORK ATMOSPHERE:
We don’t pay enough to expect that you’ll dress up;
well, a couple of the real daring guys wear earrings.

FLEXIBLE HOURS:
Work 55 hours; get paid for 37.5.

SOME PUBLIC RELATIONS REQUIRED:
If we’re in trouble, you’ll go on TV and get us out of it.

GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS:
Management communicates, you listen, figure out what
they want you to do.

SEEKING CANDIDATES WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF
EXPERIENCE:
You’ll need it to replace three people who just left.

ABILITY TO HANDLE A HEAVY WORKLOAD:
You whine, you’re fired.

PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS A MUST:
You’re walking into a company in perpetual chaos.

CAREER-MINDED:
We expect that you will want to flip hamburgers until
you are 70.

A DAY ON THE SICK

SELF-MOTIVATED:
Management won’t answer questions.
SOME OVERTIME REQUIRED:
Some time each night and some time each weekend.
DUTIES WILL VARY:
Anyone in the office can boss you around.
COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT:
We have a lot of turnover.
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An employee who had a terrible history for taking
time off phoned in again one Monday morning:
“I’m sorry, but I’ll not be able to come in today as
I’m too sick.”
On hearing this his exasperated boss could barely
conceal his anger and retorted in a rage:
“well, just how sick are you?”
“Well” the employee sighed, “I’m in bed with my
sister!”

A DAY ON THE SICK
An employee who had a terrible history for taking time off
phoned in again one Monday morning:
“I’m sorry, but I’ll not be able to come in today as I’m too
sick.”
On hearing this his exasperated boss could barely conceal
his anger and retorted in a rage:
“well, just how sick are you?”
“Well” the employee sighed, “I’m in bed with my sister!”

THE INTERN PUBLIC FOLDER
We have a big intern public folder at work, where all
interns can post items and discussions, I found this is very
amusing:
Intern 1: Does anyone know where and how we can
access a high quality scanner and maybe even a photo
quality 300dpi printer on campus?
Intern 2: Translation: Does anyone know where I can get
access to the necessary equipment for making a fake ID?
Intern 3: Don’t jump to conclusions. He could just as well
want it to scan pornographic images.
Intern 4: Yes! The past few posts have made it perfectly
clear! Intern 1 plans to scan pornographic images onto
false identification cards! This will allow him and his
friends to:
1) Get into bars
2) Improve the quality of their appearance
3) Give bouncers something to look at besides a smug
photo
4) Distract bouncers from the scotch tape edges What a
brilliant marketing move! Where can I buy stock in this
venture, Intern 1?
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Malawi is waking up to new things
on a daily basis... including
revenue collection!

ON SITE REVENUE

A

s people walk by the corridors of Malawi Revenue Authority (MRA) and the Immigration Department, long queues of tired people come into
sight. These people are usually waiting for their turn to
pay their taxes and other fees that they owe Government. The queues are more extensive around the 13th,
14th and 30th of every month and as always the exhaustion is greatest during these dates.
Malawi is waking up to new things on a daily basis and
one of the things that has been introduced to the Warm
Heart of Africa is the new way of collecting revenue. This
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COLLECTION

cannot be forgotten for it is said not paying or forgetting to pay your dues is forbidden and can lead you to
chains.
From the past years until 2009, the Malawi Government
used to collect tax and revenue using its own employees. As a result of other inconsistencies, the government
thought it wise to outsource this service to other institutions which are professionals in receipting or handling
money issues.
As such, the Malawi Government, through the Treasury, directed that the collection of government revenue

should be carried out by banks on its behalf, since they
are already professionals in this service.
Malawians should note that the bank that provides this
service on behalf of the two government institutions is
Malawi Savings Bank (MSB). Government appointed
MRA, the Immigration Department and the Registrar
General as the collection points for the bank.
Malawi Savings Bank initiated the project in November
2009 and it was finally implemented in January this
year. According to the banks Head of Retail Banking, Mr.
Teddie Chanza, the delay in the implementation came
about because the bank was refurbishing the receipting
rooms and the banking systems so as to meet the bank’s
standards.
Chanza said the bank now has nine sites of operation
that are providing this service. With the Immigration Department it started operating in Blantyre in February
and later on in March, Lilongwe and Mzuzu followed suit.
With MRA, the bank is operating at Keza, Blantyre Port,
Neno in Mwanza, LilongwePport and Mzuzu Port also
known as Mpiko. Since the bank is handling this service,
all domestic taxes are being taken care of by Keza and
Mzuzu Port while custom and duties is in the hands of
Blantyre and Lilongwe ports.
Unlike the previous system of receipting, MSB customised
its banking system to cater for institution-specific transaction posting and processing requirements, complete with
customised receipts and a reporting module. The basic
reason for this major change was to bring trust between
the tax payers and the government institutions; since the
customers are now provided with all evidence that they
have paid their dues to the government. The bank is,
therefore, acting as a bridge between the two.
For Malawians to understand ‘On-Site Revenue Collection’ they first need to know that when government was
collecting revenue on its own, it used to bank the cash
days after the actual day of transaction.
Head of Operations at the bank, Fanuel Kumdana, said,
with the help of MSB, there is instant banking. This simply
means that at the end of each business day, the receipts
are balanced and forwarded to the bank’s Head Office
and the data is later transferred to Reserve Bank of Malawi. This reduces the risk of the money being tampered
with.
With the coming in of this service, the system or procedure of revenue collection has advanced. Every day tellers at the collection points are to enter every transaction
in the banks system as to avoid any fraudulent behaviour.
As of now, tax payers are able and are required to have
all the receipts they are entitled to at the end of every
transaction as evidence that they have paid their dues.
After talking to a few tax payers on whether they notice

continued to page 36

a difference with the servicing procedure, most of them
said they were “very proud” and satisfied with the Customer Care that MSB is providing them on behalf of the
government institutions. They also acknowledged that the
tellers are well trained and are much faster at their work
such that the tax or fee payers do not have to stand on
the queue for more than five minutes.
In line with this, MSB has also managed to provide
enough tellers at all collection points so as to cater for
the large number of tax payers that need this service on
a daily basis. This has led to the tax payers complimenting the efficiency of the bank tellers, saying unlike in
the past, all counters are open at the same time for this
service everyday.
The bank has also made sure that all needs of Malawian
citizens are met and that they are satisfied as clients. It
has achieved this by extending business hours. Instead of
closing at 3:30 pm the MSB staff will be closing at least
at 5 pm. This shows willingness and dedication on the
banks’ part, hence earning a good reputation from the
public in general and its reliable customers, in particular.
Because of the anticipated large numbers of people requiring this service, MSB decided to extend the working hours to show the difference and improvement in its
operations as compared to the previous operations. The
other reason for this extension was to assist almost everyone who comes to pay their dues instead of leaving
them unattended to.
Kumdana further said that by accrediting MSB to collect revenue on its behalf, government was transferring
security risk, mostly due to unfaithful employees who
were not recording all transactions in the system and
also armed robbers since there was inadequate security
when it was handling the service.
Hence, with the money in the hands of the bank, the government is assured of safety and trustworthiness. In times
of robbery or any misdemeanour, government does not
lose anything, it is the bank that is liable for such a crisis.
As a result, the bank made sure that the revenue collection facility is designed to allow for a secure and more
efficient collection service. If people visit these facilities
they will see that the tellers work in a secured environment. This security brings out the motivation and confidence in their work.
Malawi Savings Bank is still trying to improve the efficiency of ‘On-Site Revenue Collection’ to ensure good
customer service to all those accessing services from all
the respective government institutions.
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THE RESTROOM
Wilmore Kasambara | NBM | Operations Division. Support Services

BANKING LOOKED AT DIFFERENTLY...
Trusting my conscience, the banking industry, rather I call it financial industry, is the only industry right now experiencing a persistent growth among all the other industries in Malawi, evidently seen by the entrance of many players
during this 19th century Period. However, I have been gauging my mind over the banking theorem and its science.
The circle goes like this:
A has money ---- puts in bank ---- charged for the service ---- receives something for helping us to invest with their
money ---- withdraws --- later at some point deposits again ---- and the circle restarts ---- and life goes on....
However I have realized one precious thing about banking which might help, in one way all the other, perfect our
structures and systems towards customer satisfaction and performance. Lend me your ears for this part.
I have come to understand that a banker is not someone who only keeps money for other people/organizations in the
society but someone who keeps “TRUST”. What I am saying is that every client of a bank deposit faith, along side
money, into accounts opened with each bank. Now the bank that will successfully turn that faith into trust will have a
competitive edge because it will have valuable intangible assets called trustworthy that every bank customer needs
as far as their money/wealth is concerned. This means that keeping people’s money is not the end of the banking
equation but maintaining faith and building trust among your customers. Faith on money creates longstanding relationships in this world. To crown my preaching I would like to sbare with you what a happy banker is:
I.

A happy banker is one who has nothing in his account but still carries his/her ATM card wherever they go.

2.

A happy banker is one who treats service fees as interest received.

3.

A happy banker is one who even if he/she is number 15 on queue to an ATM, they will still hold on the line 		
just to check their balance (if by miracle something has happened to their nil account).

4.

A happy teller is one who can cool him/herself when faced with an angry customer, the same way he/she 		
could handle it if faced with a robber with a gun pointing on their face.

5.

A happy banker is one who can afford buying anything going on lay bye....

6.

A happy banker is one who takes a loan to clear another loan, and take a loan from there to clear another 		
loan, and take a from the cleared one to offset another loan and take... ... and he/she then say at the end of
it all -- it’s survival of the fittest.

6.

A happy banker is one who is always very sad and sorrowful on pay day....

It’s good to be in the banking industry, one learns a lot of things.
Life is a journey... so is banking.
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BANKING
ANYTIME
...ANYWHERE

T

he world of electronic commerce is a more dynamic and
demanding place today than that of only five years ago.
Payment has gone global, while consumers are demanding ever
more choice and flexibility when paying for goods and services.
continued to page 40
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from page 38
With consumer demand for banking “anytime, anywhere,”
there are exciting reasons to extend the channel of
delivery in banking and payments services with mobility
directly targeted at key customer segments.
The desire to satisfy consumer demand for banking
anytime, anywhere is what has motivated MALSWITCH
to partner with Ingenico, a worldwide leader in secure
electronic transactions and payment systems.
By becoming an agent of Ingenico in Malawi, MALSWITCH
will provide leadership in shaping the future direction
of electronic payment solutions on the local market.
Ingenico’s products are designed to address a variety
of electronic payment options, including checks, credit
cards, debit cards and smart cards.

Our business development team as well as our CEO
also visited Ingenico in France to cement the relationship
between our two companies as well as to be appraised
on Ingenico’s latest products and developments.
Speaking at the official launch which took place at
Ryall’s Hotel, the guest of honour Reserve Bank Deputy
Governor Mary Nkosi said: “The launch of the Ingenico
Pos terminals will go a long way towards solving one
of the key challenges to national payment systems
modernisation efforts such as shortage of support
infrastructure in Malawi”.

Ingenico Point of Sale (POS) terminals are the ideal
solution for retailers, banks, and all other payment
service providers that would like to assure payment; and
increase their service offerings and revenues at the Point
of Sale. There are currently over 15 million Ingenico
payment terminals across 125 countries worldwide,
including Malawi.
Apart from selling the POS devices to the Malawi
market, MALSWITCH will also provide support for the
POS devices. MALSWITCH technicians have already
undergone robust training in the hardware and software
repair of the devices in France so that clients in Malawi
can enjoy an effective after sales support and service.
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THE SAVING
CULTURE IN MALAWI
BY MICHAEL CHIKAPA

So much has been said about Malawi’s economic development and one of the important elements that can not be left out as for as this topic is concerned is the saving culture. For a strong,
robust and sustainable economy it is necessary for Malawians to start spending less and saving.
Malawi is one of the countries in the world with a poor banking penetration with over 80% of the
population unbanked. (www.msb.ms/news It is reported that only 3% of the Malawian population
has access to savings accounts. Instead many resort to keeping or hiding their money at home. This
paper seeks to look at the nitty gritties of the saving culture in Malawi.
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from page 42

THE SAVING CULTURE IN MALAWI
Let us look briefly at how Japanese developed economically and whether we can
borrow a leaf from them. Japan is one of the
most developed countries. Along with the
economic development of Japan, the unique
and important role played by the early Meiie
entrepreneuers can not be over emphasized.
Entreprenuers can be simply defined as risk
takers. Among the Meiie entreprenuers were
the Samurai class who possessed a strong
entreprenuerial spirit which was the product
of training, ability to cope with hardships and
self determination. It is said that these people
lived a life of self denial, honesty and were
hardworking. For instance Yasucla who is one
of the pioneers of the banking industry in
Japan remained a penny pincher despite his
financial success. He was sometimes called a
‘Miser’ as he could not carry lunch to business
m eetings. Among the samurai was also the
founder of Mitsubish Zaibatsu who contributed a lot to the Japanese car industry, banking,
transport (railways), real estates, insurance,
electricity and many other areas. It is evident
that these people contributed a lot to the
economic success of Japan. This case study
underscores the essence of the saving culture
and its importance to any country’s economic
development. Therefore foregoing some other
things in life is the beginning of the savings
culture as we can deduce from our case study.
A focus at the way we live as Malawians is important to help us undertasnd some issues as
far as the saving culture is concerned. In most
African countries we have an extended family
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system where we have a large social network
where individuals are very dependent on one
another. In this system your can raise someone up in your home even though you are
not blood related as long as he/ she is from
your village. Now these days, with the rising
population you may find yourself attending
to welding almost every weekend. With the
HIV/AIDS pandemic funeral attendance is a
common thing. Indeed ones presence in these
activities is most important as part of our culture. These things are part of the norms and
values of our society. A close look at these activities reveals a great deal of spending among
individuals
Most Malawians live a life this paper would
call a normal life. That is going to school and
thereafter look for a decent job, then they get
married, have children, buy a car using loan,
rent a good -house and then retire. The retirement package is used to purchase a house.
Malawians particularly men, love to show off
and womanise as a sign of power (money). A
typical example of the way we live can be seen
in rural areas. After a good season of tobacco
most men move to town where they get married to another wife. If this is not the case, they
may spend their money on the most expensive consumer goods that they have never had
before. At the end they have nothing to lean
on for the next growing season and they start
borrowing and hence plunge themselves in
a deep poverty vicious circle. In this lifestyle
we acquire more liabilities than assets. Asserts
basically brings income while liabilities take

continued to page 46
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THE SAVING CULTURE IN MALAWI
older people to start saving because issues
of saving involve attitudes, values and norms
that can not change overnight. In this respect
some banks such as National Bank of Malawil
Malawi Savings Bank have to be commended
because they have introduced the banking
industry to the students. This will in the long
run have a very positive impact on the saving
culture and the economy as well.

away money from you. Resources are always
scarce but efficient allocation of the resources
is what brings economic success and this is
linked to the saving culture.
Much as this paper appreciates our culture
values it is high time as Malawians start to
inculcate a saving culture. A long with the
saving culture is the banking industry. Banks
hold deposits from the public in safe keeping
and also allocate credit or loans to farmers,
co-operatives, traders and manufacturers. In
addition of course, loans are also made for the
purpose of consumption. Consumer loans may
be used to purchase. houses or cars or other
consumer durables. However our focus is the
first function.
Banks can be a stimulant to changing the current situation. Culture is-transformed from one
generation to another and it important that a
new generation of youths in Malawi develop a
savings culture. It is very difficult to teach the
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It is also important the banks be aggressive as
possible to reach out to the masses. As the statistics indicate, only 10% of the population is
covered by the banks. Since the majority of the
Malawians live in rural areas and are illiterate,
there is need to tailor made banking facilities/
services so that this large population is not left
out. Most rural people who, are basically small
farmers perceive the banking. facilities as for
elitist in nature. In the end, incorporation of
this large population into the banking world
will create a winwin situation for both the
banks and the individuals.
Lastly, sacrificing some pleasures of life is common denominator in as far as the culture of
savings is concerned. Most importantly, is the
cultural transformation to the one that
embraces saving and this of course, may take
some fime. Hence issues of awareness on the
importance of saving have to be emphasized
by both the private sector and the government. All in all, a saving culture will reduce the
vulnerability and reliance of the household on
others and it is also important for sustainable
growth overtime.

WHY STUDY BANKING
WITH IOB?
1.

IOB’s fees are very affordable and payable in Malawi
kwacha. There is no foreign exchange involved.

2.

Theorectical and practical issues are covered in detail with
no short cuts in diverse subjects giving candidates the
strong background that leads to a high success rate in
examinations.

3.

IOB’s qualifications are complete at the student’s own pace.

4.

Students may register with IOB any time of the year.

5.

Easy communication as IOB can easily be reached. Those 		
within Blantyre may call in person at our offices where our
staff are ready to assist you.

6.

Students may prepare examinations either by receiving
tuition at a college or through private study.

7.

Rewarding career in Banking in any financial institution.

8.

IOB is acredited to the university of Malawi and is a
member of African Alliance Institute of Bankers.

The Executive Director
IOB - Malawi
14 Laws Road
P O Box 1359
BLANTYRE
Telephone: +265(0)1 821 616
Fax: +265(0)1 821 708
Email: info@bankers.mw
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